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The Chinese from Bengal  

baMlar oqok ca[inj



Victoria Memorial, Calcutta.

INTRODUCTION
In the early 1960s, Britain saw a sudden influx of Chinese from India.  
Having fled poverty and famine in southern China, they had set up 
home in Calcutta, India, and over the space of a century built up a 
strong and thriving community there.  But with the Sino-Indian bor-
der dispute of 1962 looming, they were forced to uproot yet again.  
Certificates of Identity from the British authorities provided them 
with an escape route from persecution and many found their way to 
London and Liverpool.  Fluent in English, educated and skilled, they 
contributed to the white-collar workforce that post-War Britain so 
greatly needed.  This is their story: a story of courage, hardship and 
perseverance.



Business letters (China to Hong Kong and Calcutta to Beira) showing trade 
between the three regions.

Chinese banknotes dating from 1911- 1949.

This collection of oral histories, recorded and collated by The Me-
ridian Society with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund, focuses 
on this group of Chinese whose unique experiences have lain hidden 
from mainstream British Chinese history.  Their fascinating accounts, 
illustrated by photographs, documents and memorabilia, are freely 
accessible as an online resource on: www.themeridiansociety.org.uk
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ORIGINS

Southern China in the 1800s had witnessed successive years of fam-
ine and frequent uprisings against the corrupt Qing government.  
The region fell into abject poverty and starvation became wide-
spread.  Many of the men folk began to look beyond the borders of 
China to find a living.

Their main destination was westwards, to the goldmines of Cali-
fornia.  Less well-known was Beira, an emerging port city in Portu-
guese East Africa, whose opportunities in shipbuilding and railway 
construction attracted droves of Chinese labour.  The normal route 
taken was by boat from the southern shores of Guangdong (or Can-
ton) Province, via Hong Kong and onward to Africa.

Calcutta (now known as Kolkata), on the east coast of India, was a 
natural and convenient staging point and was itself a major trading 
port.  It was also the capital of British India.  So it was not surprising 
that many Chinese decided to stay there, later bringing family mem-
bers over and thus gradually forming a sizeable community.

Broadly speaking, the Chinese community consisted of three groups.  
One group came from what was then commonly known as Sea Ip 
(or Siyi, literally “Four Districts”) located to the west of Guangdong 
Province.  They spoke Cantonese and most of them had trained 
as carpenters.  The second group hailed from the eastern part of 
Guangdong, specifically from the county of Mooyin (Meixian). They 
spoke Hakka and set up tanneries in Calcutta’s Tangra District.

The third group originated from Hubei Province in central China. 
They were known for making paper flowers (for funerals) and, curi-
ously, also made a name for themselves as self-taught dentists.  The 
early 1940s saw a fourth group emanating from Shanghai. These 
were seamen, whose ships had been stranded as a result of Japanese 
bombing throughout Asia.  The Shanghainese created a niche for 
themselves in the laundry business.



Map of Calcutta,1945.Chinatown is highlighted in yellow.

Aerial view of Calcutta, 1945.



Membership  card of the Sea-Ip Club (here mistakenly called “church”). Social 
clubs for men from the same clan or district was common.

Map of Guangdong (Canton) Province. Sea Ip is in the bright green area of the 
map. Mooyin is in the olive green segment, labelled “Hakka”.



 

A shop front in Chinatown in the mid-1800s.

TRADES

Carpentry

Trade was dominated by the Cantonese and the Hakka.  The Can-
tonese were skilled carpenters and their work was characterised by 
intricate carvings and meticulous dovetail joints.  It was they who 
furnished the offices of British companies stationed in Calcutta.  In 
their spare time, they would make smaller decorative articles, such 
as lamps of Burmese teak and camphor chests. 

CALCUTTA’S CHINATOWN

Over the decades, the community grew steadily in the vicinity of 
Bow Bazaar Street.  This was to become Calcutta’s Chinatown, or 
Chinapara – the one and only in India – a self-sufficient community 
with its own temples, schools, shops, trades and clinics.  In its heyday, 
Chinatown boasted 20,000 residents.



Modern diary published by the Indian Chinese Association containing advertise-
ments from local Chinese businesses.

The more enterprising carpenters went on to establish large saw-
mills or building and maintenance contracting firms, in the latter 
instance, particularly for shipping companies on the banks of the 
Hooghly River.  Some were tremendously successful and began to 
rub shoulders with Western businessmen and sea captains.



 

Calcutta port, 1945.

A Chinese businessman hosts a dinner for his foreign associates, attended by 
Sikh waiters.

Letterhead of a Chinese contracting firm.

Table lamp with 
stylized Chinese 

charaters for shou 
(‘long life’).

Burmese teak
cupboard made by a 
Chinese carpenter



Leather business

The Hakka specialised in 
leather and their lace-up 
shoes were very welcome 
amongst Western expatri-
ates.  Other products ranged 
from high quality covering 
for furniture to fashionable 
wallets and handbags.

Because of the huge prem-
ises required by tanner-
ies and the pollution they 
caused, these factories were 
confined to the outlying dis-
trict of Tangra. Much of Tan-
gra was marshy wasteland 
in the early days; this was 
where the burial grounds of 
the Chinese were located.

Other popular businesses 
included catering, tailoring 
and laundry services.  Chun-
gwah and Namking restau-
rants were the epitome of 
fine dining and were often 
the venue for elaborate Chi-
nese wedding receptions.

A tannery in Calcutta.

Dyed cowhides drying in the sun

Making leather purses and wallets.

All garments were tailor-made.  A pattern from England, a good Chi-
nese tailor or seamstress, together with a visit to New Market to 
secure a bolt of Indian cotton would produce the next designer 
label.



 

Whatever the trade, skills were usually handed down from father 
to son and the business was kept within the family.  Children were 
expected to help out before and after school; even grandparents 
would give a hand.  It was hard work, especially in the hot climes 
of Calcutta, but there was no time for complaint or self-pity.  The 
reason that the Chinese had come overseas was to improve their 
livelihood.  So that’s what they did, through thick and thin, and it is 
this combination of determination, industriousness and resilience 
that is the hallmark of the Chinese diaspora the world over.

LIFE IN “CUTTA”

Home

Only the very rich could afford detached houses.  Otherwise, it was 
the norm to live in an apartment block.  Even then, families were cat-
egorised according to where they lived, with the majority concen-
trated within the boundaries of Chinatown and only the well-to-do 
living in the chic districts around Park Street.

Ladies showing off 
their new summer 
frocks.

Chinese girl posing 
in a sari.



Trading licence granted to a Chinese tailoring business

As most Chinese had no identity papers, an affidavit was necessary in order to 
set up a business



 

A once 
fashionable 
apartment 
block, now 
somewhat 
the worse 
for wear.

When the water supply was cut off, families 
resorted to the nearest Victorian water pump.

Waiting for a ride.

Food
One cultural tradition that the Chinese always take with them is 
their cuisine.  In Calcutta, grocery shops imported dried foods and 
ingredients from China, while soya sauce was manufactured on the 
premises.  Cantonese cooking was the main fare of the day, although 
Indian curries and snacks were highly popular too.  School and pri-
vate parties would picnic regularly in the Botanical Garden around 
the famous 200-year-old banyan tree – the widest in the world - and 
the array of dishes would include the best of both culinary flavours.

Getting around
Walking was by far the easiest, albeit 
hottest, way of getting from one place 
to another within Chinatown.  In order 
to venture further, however, one would 
travel by rickshaw (a word derived 
from the Chinese for “human-powered 
vehicle”) or horse and carriage.  These 
were readily available in the streets 
of Chinatown, although a few families 
possessed their own and even fewer 
had a private chauffeur-driven car.



Loreto College, Darjeeling.

Lesson in Pitman’s shorthand taught by a Loreto sister.

Trinity College of Music 
Certificate issued in 
Darjeeling.



 

Interim certificate for a 
Law Degree from the 
University of Calcutta

End of year 
photograph at 
St Xavier’s College

Scouting jamboree



Students in front of a 
“Resist Japan” banner.

Schooling

Education was highly regarded by the Chinese community, but social 
class would dictate the type of school one attended – English school 
for the wealthy and Chinese school for the rest.

English education was provided by reputable Catholic schools run 
by Jesuit priests or by the Loreto nuns.  Fees were high and often 
included boarding facilities.

The syllabus would focus on the British Empire under Victoria’s 
reign.  Classes were conducted in English and qualifications were 
issued by British institutions, such as Pitman’s, Cambridge, Trinity 
College, etc.  These held many young men and women in good stead 
when they later moved to England, for they were able to find secre-
tarial or clerical jobs with relative ease.

Chinese schools, on the other hand, were funded by local Chinese 
businesses and personal donations.  They covered Chinese history 
and geography and students were encouraged to be politically aware.  
During the Japanese threat of the 1930s, many Chinese schools and 
shops would boycott Japanese goods and put up banners reading 
“Resist Japan!” (“kang jih”)



 

Leisure

When Calcutta hit soaring tempera-
tures, everyone would take to the 
water.  For the more privileged, this 
would mean the swimming pool of 
an exclusive British club, such as the 
Ordinance Club. For children from 
more modest backgrounds, diving 
into the flooded streets during the 
monsoon season was good enough!

The cinema was the most popular 
source of entertainment for young 
and old alike.  For a few annas, one 
could get a seat at the front and sit 
through as many as three screen-
ings a day.  At the Metro, where they 
showed MGM movies and cartoons, 
the real treat was at the break, when 
children would get a free cup of Eng-
lish Ovaltine.

Western films and pop music were 
the craze; for young adults, a dance 
club was the place to go.  Older 
members of the community pre-
ferred to watch performances of 
Chinese opera by travelling troupes, 
or join in a mahjong session.

The highlight of the year, however, 
was the annual pilgrimage to Achipur, 
33 km outside Calcutta on the banks 

A Cantonese opera artiste 
performs at Chinese New Year.

Dragon dance on the banks of 
the Hooghly.

Ordinance Club swimming pool.

Rockin’ around the clock.



Four 
young 
ladies 
waiting 
to see 
the latest 
American 
movie.

Paying 
respects 

at the 
tomb 

of Tong 
Achi in 

Achipur.

of the Hooghly.  Named after Tong Achi, one of the first Chinese set-
tlers in India who built a sugar plantation on lands gifted by Warren 
Hastings (Britain’s first governor-general of India), Achipur is where 
all the Chinese would come together, irrespective of clan or class, to 
pay their respects at Chinese New Year.  It was always a lively two-
hour boat trip along the river, during which passengers indulged in 
their two main pastimes – eating and gambling.

SINO-INDIAN RELATIONS

The community nurtured second and third generations.  As sojourn-
ers, they did not interfere with politics and lived harmoniously with 
their Moslem and Hindu neighbours.  In fact, when violence erupted 
in the streets during Partition, people from both religious factions 
sought refuge among the Chinese, as they were seen to be a neutral 
party.

Shortly after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 
1949, Sino-Indian relations reached a peak.  The phrase “Hindi-Chini 
bhai-bhai”, which is Hindi for “Indians and Chinese are brothers”, 
was coined and chanted during a state visit to Calcutta by the then 
Chinese premier Zhou Enlai.



 

Birth certificate of a Chinese female born in 1918 in Calcutta.

The local Chinese seemed to have a promising future ahead, al-
though they had never intended to stay.  India was merely a step-
ping-stone to countries further afield.  Money was sent back regu-
larly to the village to support wives and children back home and also 
to build a house to which they would eventually return.  But their 
departure was precipitated by the Sino-Indian Border Conflict of 
1962, brought about by disputes over the border-line between the 
two countries.

Sino-Indian Border Conflict

There was already unrest by 1960.  Individuals were taken off in the 
middle of the night to Kalimpong in the foothills of the Himalayas, 
where they were dumped on the Chinese side of the border in 
freezing temperatures.  Many were interned in concentration camps 
in Rajasthan in north India - sometimes whole families, at other 
times only the male head of the household.  Communication was 
difficult and access impossible.  Letters had to be sent indirectly 



Deed for land bought in China with savings sent from India.

through China via the Red Cross; in some cases, families were sepa-
rated for years.

Meanwhile, the Indian CID continued to harass male members of 
the community by openly tailing them wherever they went.  Busi-
nesses were forced to close.  Children had money sewn into the lin-



 

Letter of refusal.



The maximum personal allowance of £10 per person is stamped in a passport.

ings of their clothes in readiness for a sudden departure.  The entire 
community was living in fear; it was time to leave.  

People tried to obtain passports to leave the country, but few were 
successful, as the Chinese were now no longer welcome.  On the 
strength of the letters of refusal issued by the Indian government, 
the Chinese were granted a Certificate of Identity from the British 
authorities.  The exchange of these letters was to become a trade in 
itself, as many were provided on receipt of a hefty bribe.  

The problem did not end there.  Trying to take money out of the 
country was near impossible, as the maximum allowance per per-
son was 270 rupees, the equivalent of £10.  Many families had to 
find ways and means of smuggling their hard-earned money out, but 
much of it was lost in transit or confiscated.

The next couple of years saw a mass exodus of the Chinese out 
of India.  Their destination was determined by whom they knew 
and how much money they had.  The Chinese government later 
sent three ships to Calcutta to repatriate those who wished to re-
turn.  Many chose to go to Hong Kong (then a British colony) and, 
years later, proceeded onto the USA and Canada.  Some travelled to 
south-east Asia or Australia.  A small minority came to Britain and 
made their home in London and Liverpool.



 

Vaccination against smallpox and cholera was required for entry into the UK.



Adapting to life in England.

ARRIVAL IN BRITAIN

There were too few families to form a community here.  Unlike 
the settlers of Limehouse in East London, many of those from India 
were well educated and spoke English, having received their school-
ing under the British Raj.  The United Kingdom was still struggling to 
revive its economy during the post-War era and had a shortage of 
skilled personnel.  The new Chinese immigrants were thus able to 
find jobs easily as doctors, engineers and administrators, or had the 
financial wherewithal to establish their own businesses.  This meant 
they had little need to depend on each other and could disperse to 
wherever their work took them.

Adapting to British weather, food and customs was, however, more 
challenging.  Some had their first taste of discrimination when look-
ing for rented accommodation or job promotions.  However, the 
Chinese managed as best they could.  They are eternal survivors.  



 

THE INDIAN LEGACY

Signpost at the entry to the 
new Chinatown in Tangra

Chinatown today. Many of the Chinese 
stallkeepers have been replaced by 

Indians who have learnt how to make 
Chinese delicacies such as preserved 

sausages and steamed buns.

Calcutta’s Chinese population has since dwindled to a few thousand.  
The old Chinatown was demolished years back and transformed 
into a commercial centre.  Residents were pushed out to Tangra, 
alongside the tanneries.  Ironically, with the city’s rapid expansion 
in recent years, even this district - once a dumping ground - is now 
considered prime land and has been earmarked for redevelopment.  
Rising rents and stiff competition from rival Indian-run tanneries 
are forcing the Chinese to move out of the area and, consequently, 
out of the business altogether.  As the news article in the Indian 
Telegraph says, perhaps it is finally time for “Chini-Hindi Bye-Bye”.  

Although many have moved on to the West, some still return to 
Calcutta to visit friends and relatives.  For, despite the traumatic cir-
cumstances of their departure, memories of better times linger and 
they know that India will always be a part of their cultural heritage.

Written by
Peng Wenlan



An article on the remaining Chinese families in Calcutta, from 
The India Telegraph, 5th August 2000.



The Chinese from Bengal

  The complete oral histories and      
  related material can be accessed on:           

 www.themeridiansociety.org.uk
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